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and the challenges and joys of
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more than an hour’s drive
from our office in Romford,
Essex, then why not
invite us to speak
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meeting or
mission service.
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Thank You

As the drought ended and the prayed for rains arrived
in Kaleere so, unfortunately, did the mosquito’s,

inevitably bringing Malaria to this struggling community.
Most of the elderly and their grandchildren were affected.
With the nearest clinic 6km away, no transport and little
money to pay for such luxuries as medical attention
what could be done?
Your donations enabled us to send £1000 which
purchased a large amount of medicines and enabled a
small medical team comprising of a doctor, medical
assistant and a nurse, to visit the village. Sixty three
elderly, a large number of children and others in the
community were treated for malaria, pneumonia,
stomach ulcers and other easily treatable conditions.

TREATMENT IS FINE BUT
                       PREVENTION IS BETTER
So a further £650 has now been sent to provide
mosquito nets for those families in most need.

SPONSOR challenge

We are delighted that SIX
children have been sponsored

by new sponsors during June. We
think this is a record for CHI. Not
wanting to get complacent though
we are challenging YOU .... Can
YOU help us get seven new
sponsors in July???
If you have not yet experienced the
joy of impacting the life of a child
in need then maybe YOU could rise
to this challenge. Shanita needs a sponsor

£15 per mth


